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Subglacial hydrologic systems regulate ice sheet flow, causing ac-
celeration or deceleration depending on hydraulic efficiency and the
rate at which surface meltwater is delivered to the bed. Because
these systems are rarely observed, ice sheet basal drainage repre-
sents a poorly integrated and uncertain component of models used
to predict sea-level changes. Here, we report radar-derived basal
melt rates and unexpectedly warm subglacial conditions beneath
a large Greenlandic outlet glacier. The basal melt rates averaged
14 mm d−1 over 4 months, peaking at 57 mm d−1 when basal wa-
ter temperature reached +0.88 ◦C in a nearby borehole. We attribute
both observations to the conversion of potential energy of surface
water as heat in the basal drainage system, which peaked during a
period of rainfall and intense surface melting. Our findings reveal
limitations in the theory of channel formation and we show that vis-
cous dissipation far surpasses other basal heat sources, even in a
distributed, high-pressure system.
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The flow of ice sheets and glaciers is controlled by basal1

motion, which takes place through some combination of2

hard bed sliding (1–3), sliding induced cavitation (4, 5), and3

deformation of subglacial sediment (6, 7). All forms of basal4

motion require a thawed thermal state in order to be substan-5

tial (8), with more heat produced at (or delivered to) the bed6

than lost through conduction into the colder ice above (9).7

Basal motion is also strongly influenced by the way in which8

hydrologic systems evacuate meltwater (10), which is produced9

basally as well as at the surface. In settings where surface10

meltwater is transferred to the bed, drainage is often expected11

to occur through large channels, which become increasingly12

efficient in terms of discharge when they grow in size (11, 12).13

The resulting decrease in water pressure produces arborescent14

networks in which larger channels capture water from their15

less efficient surroundings, including smaller channels as well16

as water stored in small cavities (13), thin films (14) or porous17

sheets (15). In Greenland, channelized basal drainage has been18

observed as far as 30 km inland from the land-terminating19

southwest margin (16) and recent studies show that channels20

may also form beneath marine-terminating glaciers (17, 18),21

which drain 88 % of the ice sheet (19). However, the evolution22

of basal drainage system efficiency, and channels ability to23

form under thick ice, remain highly uncertain (20, 21).24

The central process in channel formation is energy dissipa-25

tion through turbulence and viscous resistance in the water26

flow, which should make small cavities or sheets unstable (22)27

and result in channel growth until wall melting balances creep28

closure (11). In the classic theory of steady-state water flow29

in subglacial channels, Röthlisberger (11) assumed that heat 30

transfer occurs instantaneously and that the temperature of 31

water is fixed at the pressure-dependent melting temperature 32

of the ice. Nye (23), followed by Spring and Hutter (24), 33

extended this theory to consider transient water flow with 34

temperature dependent heat transfer in Icelandic subglacial 35

outburst floods (Jökulhlaup) (25). However, with a paucity of 36

data to confirm how energy is dissipated in basal drainage sys- 37

tems more broadly, Röthlisberger’s simpler theory has become 38

a cornerstone in hydrologic glacier models today (26). 39

Here, we report a time series of radar-derived basal melt 40

rates (BMRs) together with contemporaneous, co-located bore- 41

hole records showing basal water pressure and temperature of 42

water beneath a large Greenlandic outlet glacier. The reported 43

BMR is unprecedented because it is two orders of magnitude 44

higher than previous estimates for an ice sheet (27, 28) and 45

comparable to the rate of meltwater generation at the surface. 46

The high magnitude is corroborated by independent borehole 47

records, which are the first to capture the temperature depen- 48

dency of heat transfer and viscous energy dissipation in the 49

basal drainage system of an ice sheet. 50
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Fig. 1. Vertical ice deformation and basal melt rates observed with radar beneath Store Glacier, Greenland. (a) Location and LandSat-8 image (acquired 1 July 2014) showing
Store Glacier and the S30 study site in Greenland. Black line shows the central flowline. (b) Daily vertical deformation rate (VDR) of the ice column at S30 derived by tracking
internal layers displacements over time (positive when ice column thickens). Light orange shading highlights periods with surface melt. Dark orange shading shows a cyclonic
rainfall event with intensified surface melting due to warm atmospheric conditions. Red bars represent the standard error. (c) Daily basal melt rate (BMR) obtained by subtracting
total vertical ice deformation shown in (b) from phase-sensitive measurements of the ice column thickness. Red bars indicate standard error calculated as the square root sum
of error terms. Days with insufficient samples (green star) were excluded from the time series.

Results51

To quantify basal melting, we used an autonomous phase-52

sensitive radio-echo sounding (ApRES) instrument, which53

has millimeter range precision (29), to track the vertical dis-54

placement of internal layers and the ice-bed interface of Store55

Glacier, West Greenland (Methods, Fig. S1). The ApRES in-56

strument was installed 30 km inland from the glacier front, at57

site S30 (Fig. 1a), where the local ice thickness was estimated58

to be 604–606 m, and ice properties and basal conditions are59

well-constrained (30–32). The ApRES instrument was config-60

ured to obtain 4-hourly measurements in unattended mode61

and operated continuously from 3 August to 4 December in62

2014.63

Radar-derived basal melt rates. Daily BMR was calculated64

following the same approach used in studies of Antarctic ice65

shelves (33, 34). In a two-step approach (32), we started by fit-66

ting a vertical velocity model to the observed displacement of67

internal reflectors (Fig. S1). The best fit throughout the entire68

four month period was a linear regression model (32) (Meth-69

ods), resulting in positive vertical deformation rates (thick-70

ening) averaging 15 ± 0.7 mm d−1 during the observational71

period. In the second step, we subtracted the strain-induced72

thickening from the observed displacement of the ice-bed inter-73

face, which was identified clearly at a depth of 604–606 m (Fig.74

S1). The resulting BMR was positive and persistently high,75

especially during summer when the average rate was 20 ± 2.576

mm d−1 (Fig. 1c). We also recorded a distinct peak in basal77

melting (57 ± 10 mm d−1) on 18 August, coincident with high78

surface melt rates of 56 mm w.e. d−1 during a rainfall event79

that brought 80 mm of precipitation over six days (Fig. 2). In80

winter, BMR was notably lower (9.8 ± 0.9 mm d−1) and less81

variable (Fig. 1c). 82

Quantifying sources and sinks of heat. The BMR of a 83

grounded ice sheet has not previously been observed or calcu- 84

lated at the precision and daily resolution presented here. We 85

find that the BMR beneath our field location on Store Glacier 86

is two orders of magnitude higher than previous estimates of 87

0.10 m a−1 derived from airborne radio-echo sounding profiles 88

and attributed to high geothermal heat flux in the central 89

Greenland interior (27). To understand why our BMR is so 90

much higher than previous estimates, we quantified the most 91

widely-recognised sources and sinks of basal heat in our study 92

area. As an initial analysis (see breakdown in Methods and 93

Equation 1), we included heat sourced from the geothermal 94

heat flux (0.06 W m−2) and frictional heat (0.9–2.6 W m−2, 95

depending on sliding speed and basal shear stress) and an up- 96

wards conductive heat loss into the ice base (−0.060 W m−2) 97

(Fig. 3b). Contemporaneous in situ measurements of basal con- 98

ditions in boreholes drilled to the ice base next to the ApRES 99

(32) enabled all of these contributions to be constrained by di- 100

rect observations (Methods), with the exception of geothermal 101

heat flux, which was inferred from crustal thickness (35). This 102

initial heat budget analysis accounts for basal melting of 0.12– 103

0.30 mm d−1 (Fig. 3b), which is two orders of magnitude lower 104

than the radar-derived BMR (Fig. 1c). Using an enthalpy- 105

based formulation to include additional heat stemming from 106

liquid water in basal ice supplied only another 0.29 W m−2
107

(Fig. 3b; Equations 4 and 5, Methods). 108

Viscous energy dissipation in the basal drainage system. Our 109

study site is in an area of active subglacial drainage, with deliv- 110

ery of surface meltwater to the glacier bed through supraglacial 111
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Fig. 2. Borehole records from site S30 on Store Glacier. (a) Basal water pressure (pw) recorded in a borehole drilled to the bed at site S30. The ice overburden pressure (pi)
is derived from precise co-located ApRES measurements of ice column thickness. The difference between pi and pw is the effective pressure (N ) used to estimate the basal
shear stress and frictional heat produced at the bed. The pw fraction of overburden pressure (pi) is calculated from the mean radar-derived ice thickness. Vertical grey lines
denote approximate time of sensor installation. Inset shows dampened diurnal variations in pw (blue line) together with strong diurnal fluctuations in surface air temperature
(green line), for period marked by black box. (b) Borehole-installed temperature records from hydrological system at thawed glacier bed (T1) and sensors which froze into basal
ice immediately above the bed (M1) and approximately 3 m (T2) and 7 m (T3) higher. The horizontal dashed line indicates pressure dependent water-ice phase transition
temperature (Tm =−0.40 ◦C). (c) Ice surface velocity (Us, right axis) recorded from GPS installed at drill site together with rates of basal motion (Ub, right axis) obtained by
subtracting ice deformation recorded as tilt in the borehole. Us is the mean ice velocity after the melt season has ended. Stacked bar plot (left axis) shows surface melt
recorded by an automatic weather station at the drill site (dark blue) and additional precipitation (light blue) derived from NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data.

lake drainage and hydrofracture resulting in moulins (36). We112

therefore explored the possibility that the high local basal melt113

rate is driven by the heat generated by loss of gravitational114

potential energy as surface meltwater descends to, and flows115

at, the glacier bed (37). We derived the major drainage paths116

from hydrologic potential gradients established from surface117

and bed elevation datasets (38) and calculated the energy118

balance of surface meltwater traveling beneath the glacier119

(Equation 2, Methods). In this model, all routed water flows120

down the hydrologic potential gradient (Equation 3, Methods).121

As forcing, we used runoff from the RACMO2 regional cli-122

mate model to prescribe daily inputs of surface water during123

the 2014 summer melt season (39). With a highly crevassed124

surface limiting the extent to which meltwater is transported125

supraglacially (Fig. 1a), we made the simplifying assumptions126

that surface water reaches the bed in the grid cell it was pro-127

duced, and that all energy is subsequently dissipated as heat128

along basal drainage paths. At a spatial resolution of 500 m,129

we find a close overall agreement between modeled BMR in130

the central drainage path that passes our study site (S30 on131

Fig. 3a) and the observed BMR (Fig. 3b). Taking the rainfall132

event on 18 August for example (Fig. 4), the model predicts 133

54 mm of basal melt (Fig. 3a) in the basal drainage path near 134

site S30 compared to the observed 57 mm on that day (Fig. 1c). 135

While model resolution does not change the routing of wa- 136

ter according to hydrologic gradients, increasing (decreasing) 137

the resolution will increase (decrease) the modelled BMR be- 138

cause water is routed to smaller (larger) grid cells. The close 139

agreement between our observations and the model at 500 m 140

resolution may reflect the approximate area over which the ice 141

is in contact with flowing water. However, we note that the 142

model is simple and does not feature all of the hydrological 143

processes involved with subglacial drainage. We also cannot 144

rule out that potential energy exchanges during the water’s 145

descent to the bed might reduce the energy available for basal 146

melting. If the latter is the case, our model would need a 147

somewhat finer resolution in order to reproduce basal melting 148

at the observed rate. We can nevertheless conclude that the 149

area over which ice is in contact with flowing water at site S30 150

probably is on the order of some hundreds of metres. 151
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Fig. 3. Sources and sinks of energy and basal melt rate estimates. (a) Theoretical basal melt rates (BMR) at S30 derived from estimates of heat lost by conduction into basal
ice and sourced from geothermal heat flux, friction along ice base, enthalpy, and viscous heat dissipation when surface water is routed along the bed. (b) Magnification of (a) to
illustrate small magnitude of contributions other than viscous heat dissipation. (c) Corresponding measured basal melt rates from ApRES.

Discussion152

The overall agreement between measured and modeled BMR153

after accounting for viscous heat dissipation show that surface154

meltwater is a vast, yet over-looked, energy source. While155

enhanced basal melting from surface meltwater delivered at the156

bed has previously been inferred from ice-penetrating radar157

profiles in which internal reflectors dip towards the bed near158

the injection point (40), our ground-based measurements with159

ApRES and borehole thermistors provide direct measurements160

of the process’ magnitude and consequent melt rate. A recent161

large-scale study by Karlsson et al. (41) estimates the GrIS162

basal ablation to be 5.2 ± 1.6 Gt of ice per year, but notes163

that the spatial variability in this melting is high and still164

unconstrained, especially along subglacial drainage pathways165

where energy from the surface is likely to be focused. Our166

study resolves this uncertainty by showing that ice melting167

along basal drainage pathways beneath Store Glacier can168

reach levels similar to those recorded at the glacier’s surface in169

response to solar heating (Fig. 1c vs. Fig. 2c). This discovery170

raises important questions concerning viscous dissipation and171

drainage efficiency. According to the classic theory of water172

flow in glaciers, flow of water at relatively high pressure in173

small cavities should be unstable and revert to relatively low174

pressure flow in channels (42), with channel size reaching a175

steady state when wall melting by viscous heat dissipation176

exactly balances creep closure of the conduit (11). Central to177

this theory are two commonly-used simplifying assumptions,178

which are: (a) that the temperatures of the water and the179

ice wall are the same, fixed at the pressure-dependent phase180

transition temperature; and (b) that heat generated by viscous181

dissipation is used instantaneously either to melt the conduit182

walls or to keep the water temperature at the melting point183

(11). Although the assumed instantaneous heat transfer is184

practical and widely used (26), there is a physical inconsistency185

between assuming that the temperature of the water and the186

ice wall are equal while requiring that viscous heat dissipation187

in the flowing water leads to the instantaneous melting of188

those walls. Below, we develop further the implications of this189

contradiction.190

Basal heat transfer. In general, the rate at which heat is ex- 191

changed between a solid surface and a liquid flowing in con- 192

tact with it is proportional to the temperature difference 193

between the two (43). The first order approximation is 194

Q = h (Tw − Tm), where Q is the heat flux, h is the heat 195

transfer coefficient, Tw is the bulk water temperature, and 196

Tm is the pressure-dependent water-ice phase transition tem- 197

perature of the conduit walls (44). Subglacial water flow can 198

therefore either cause melting of conduit walls or have its bulk 199

temperature equal to the temperature of the walls, but not 200

both at the same time. 201

The heat transfer responsible for the high BMR we record 202

at Store Glacier can be explained from co-located borehole 203

temperature records at site S30 (30). The lowermost temper- 204

ature sensor in this borehole record (‘T1’ in Figure 2) may 205

provide the first clear evidence of viscous heat dissipation in 206

the basal drainage system, where temperatures ranged mostly 207

between 0.2 ◦C and 0.8 ◦C over several months. The peak 208

basal temperature of 0.88 ◦C occurred shortly after the late 209

August rainfall event, which also resulted in a sharp rise in 210

electrical conductivity (30), possibly as a result of ionic en- 211

richment associated with an increased suspended sediment 212

load in the turbulent flow. While the overlying temperature 213

sensors (T2, T3...) froze in and cooled, T1 remained warm 214

and showed no sign of freezing (Fig. 2). The ‘warm’ T1 record 215

cannot be explained from measurements made below the ice 216

base because the geothermal heat flux is not sufficiently high, 217

nor from mechanical friction alone (Methods). Such warm 218

conditions so close to the ice base contradict the simplifying 219

assumption of instantaneous heat transfer, which dictate that 220

temperatures at the base of ice sheets should be effectively 221

bound by the pressure dependent phase-transition tempera- 222

ture, here −0.40 ◦C. Yet, previous studies have shown that 223

water flowing through a glacier can sustain temperatures well 224

above the freezing point (44–47). Indeed, the equilibrium 225

water temperature reached when viscous heat dissipation in 226

the water equals the heat flux into the surrounding colder ice 227

can match our measured value of 0.88 ◦C in a conduit where 228

the pressure dependent melting point is −0.40 ◦C, e.g. if the 229

hydraulic radius is 2 m and the gradients in local elevation 230
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Fig. 4. Basal drainage and viscous heat dissipation. (a) Modeled accumulation of water in the basal drainage system of Store Glacier when hydrologic model transfers
RACMO2 surface runoff on 18 August along the bed in the glacier catchment (blue colors). Spatial resolution of model is 500 m. Inset shows water routing near site S30 (+)
where ApRES/borehole records were obtained. Grey colors show the ice sheet’s surface elevation. (b) Basal melt from modeled viscous heat dissipation in the basal drainage
system on 18 August. Red colors denote basal melting and blue colors denote basal freezing, which occurs when energy from viscous dissipation alone cannot raise the
temperature of water according to the pressure-dependent phase-transition. Circular inset in (a) shows water accumulating in a major subglacial drainage path (white dot)
which passes nearby site S30 (white star). Circular inset in (b) shows corresponding high basal melt rate from viscous heat dissipation.

and hydraulic head both reach 5° (Equation 6, Methods).231

To estimate the heat transfer between the subglacial water232

and the basal ice at our study site, we assume that the heat flux233

from the highest BMR (57 mm d−1) is provided by the warmest234

water (Tw = 0.88 ◦C), and vice versa (i.e. the lowest BMR235

of 10 mm d−1 for Tw = 0.19 ◦C). This gives a heat transfer236

coefficient of approximately 60–170 W m−2 ◦C−1, which can237

be achieved for a large range of water depths of 0.01–10 m238

while the water velocities should be on the order of 1–10 cm s−1
239

(Equations 7 and 8, Methods). Our observations also indicate240

that heat generated mechanically is advected downstream.241

To capture this effect, instantaneous heat transfer cannot be242

assumed, and hydrological glacier models will instead need243

to solve the energy transport using heat transfer coefficients244

that control the rate at which heat generated by mechanical245

energy dissipation is transferred to the walls (47). While the246

latter was included in original work on Jökulhlaup by Nye (23),247

Spring and Hutter (24) and Clarke (25), the energy transport248

equation has so far not been implemented widely apart from249

the special case of Icelandic outburst floods (23, 48).250

Basal drainage. Our measured BMR indicates that the basal251

drainage system would require a dimension at least as large as252

the 25 m spatial footprint of the ApRES (Methods). The high253

BMR could occur in an efficient system in which channels are254

much wider than high (49), or alternatively in a system of255

canals (12), which are non-arborescent, but theoretically stable256

under ice sheets underlain by sedimentary beds (50). While257

channels can also form over sedimentary glacier beds (12), a258

system of canals is more consistent with the 45 m-thick layer259

of unconsolidated sediments reported at site S30 (31) as well260

as high basal water pressures observed close to (>90 %) the261

ice overburden throughout the period of observation (Fig. 2a). 262

However, the high BMR may also occur if a thin film or water 263

sheet grows larger than the laminar-turbulent transition and 264

is stabilized by clasts protruding into the ice (51). The offset 265

between minor diurnal peaks in basal water pressure and the 266

daily maximum surface air temperature (Fig. 2) is consistent 267

with the latter or canals forming at site S30, while channels 268

may develop closer to the terminus (52). 269

Surface driver of basal melting. The 2014 melt season (1 June 270

to 31 August) produced an average of 16 × 106 m3 of surface 271

meltwater per day in the catchment (Fig. S3). Assuming 272

that all water drained to the bed, the power for basal melting 273

by viscous heat dissipation would range from 0.66 GW on 11 274

August when BMR was recorded at 4 mm d−1, to 8.6 GW on 275

18 August when the latter was 57 mm d−1 (Fig. 1c). The 276

recorded peak BMR corresponds with a peak in daily runoff of 277

80 × 106 m3 (Fig. S3). In comparison, the Three Gorges Dam 278

in China produces 0.7 GW of power with a peak flow rate of 279

950 m3 s−1. The average power generated when surface water 280

is transferred to the bed at Store Glacier (~3 GW) dwarfs all 281

other basal heat sources. Our observations therefore yield the 282

first direct evidence for the sustained impact of the process 283

proposed by Mankoff and Tulaczyk (37), who argued that 284

present-day runoff on the Greenland Ice Sheet may deliver 285

66 GW to its base and that the power available for viscous heat 286

dissipation could increase to 110 GW or 320 GW by 2100 under 287

IPCC climate scenarios RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 respectively. 288

Although we have assumed that runoff is directly trans- 289

ferred to the bed through the numerous crevasses and moulins 290

on Store Glacier (36), analysis of echo strength and atten- 291

uation recorded in our ApRES measurements from site S30 292
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indicates that some of the runoff is instead stored englacially293

(53). This effect is indirectly included in our study, because the294

modelled runoff used to quantify viscous dissipation excludes295

meltwater retention at the surface (39). The latter can be seen296

in the difference between our measurements of surface ablation297

and modelled runoff at site S30 (Fig. S2). We also note that298

the seasonally stored melt volume is a small fraction of the299

total runoff and that impounded water inferred previously at300

site S30 has a short (≤ 1 year) residence time (53). However,301

deep crevasses containing re-frozen meltwater show retention302

of meltwater to greater depths than previously reported (54).303

Hence, we cannot rule out the possibility that some of the304

water we infer to reach the bed may be stored englacially,305

resulting in a continued delivery of water to the bed after306

the melt season has ended or cryohydrologic warming in the307

upper part of the glacier if the water refreezes. The former308

may explain why the observed BMR remains higher than mod-309

elled values when the melt season has ended (Fig. 1), and310

why oceanographic measurements show a sustained delivery of311

fresh basal meltwater from Store Glacier into Ikerasak Fjord312

even in winter (55). Cryohydrologic warming will, however, be313

important in places where crevasses are deep, but cannot pene-314

trate the full ice thickness (54). The extent to which crevasses315

will fully or partially penetrate the glacier is controlled by the316

mean state of stress in the ice which influences the ability of317

water to pond (56).318

The high BMR from ApRES are consistent with theoretical319

estimates of viscous dissipation in the basal drainage system.320

They are also supported by independent measurements of321

warm subglacial water. Our observations therefore call into322

question the assumption of the thermodynamic equilibrium of323

water flowing through and beneath glaciers. We have shown324

that the temperature of meltwater flowing in glacial conduits325

need not be at the pressure melting point and that heat is326

not transferred between meltwater and ice instantaneously as327

assumed by most theoretical studies (11). This means that328

hydrological glacier models based on Röthlisberger’s theory in329

general may be overestimating rates of conduit enlargement330

through melting, and, conversely, that viscous dissipation in331

distributed systems may not result in channel formation even332

when discharge grows large. This disruption may occur when333

ice slides rapidly over a rough bed, creating a setting in which334

protruding sediments or clasts stabilizes a turbulent water335

sheet (51). Or alternatively if fluvial erosion under the glacier336

produces a non-arborescent system of canals (50).337

Although warming of subglacial water shows that only a338

portion of the available energy goes into melting, the transfer339

of water from surface to bed makes channels likely to form340

near supraglacial lakes, which drain rapidly (36) and form341

moulins (57) that often continue to deliver large fluxes of342

water from considerable heights to the glacier bed. While343

viscous dissipation in that water will promote the growth344

of channels at these locations in general, a delay between345

meltwater flux and channel growth may lead to a transfer346

of water and energy into the enveloping distributed system,347

creating the conditions we report herein. Numerical modeling348

of the hydrological system beneath Store Glacier shows that349

such non-equilibrium conditions are likely to be common (52).350

Materials and Methods351

352

The ApRES system. In this study, we deployed an autonomous phase- 353

sensitive radio echo sounder (ApRES) system with 16 cavity-backed 354

bowtie antennas (8 transmitting, 8 receiving) at site S30 on Store 355

Glacier (58). The ApRES recorded the relative depths of inter- 356

nal reflectors and the ice base in a Lagrangian reference frame by 357

transmission of a frequency modulated continuous wave. The signal 358

frequency increases linearly from 200 MHz to 400 MHz over 1 sec- 359

ond, corresponding to a (coarse) range resolution of 0.43 m before 360

processing steps (29). Combined with phase measurements embed- 361

ded within each coarse-range bin, range detection with millimeter 362

precision can be achieved given ideal (low signal-to-noise ratios) 363

conditions (29). The ApRES was deployed to run autonomously, 364

collecting radar reflection data at 4-hourly intervals from 26 July to 365

4 December 2014, after which the antennas were damaged during 366

strong winds and data collection ceased. The dataset was prepared 367

for calculation of vertical deformation and basal melt rates following 368

well established phase processing procedures (29, 32, 34, 59), as 369

summarized below. 370

Vertical deformation rates. Every 4 hours, the ApRES system trans- 371

mitted a burst for each antenna pair, giving a total of 64 chirps per 372

burst (58). The high precision of the system allows the range to 373

englacial reflectors and the ice-bed interface to be resolved at every 374

transmitted burst (Fig. S1a). Vertical ice deformation rates and 375

their respective error were derived for burst pairs separated by 24 376

hours as shown in Fig. S1b and described in detail by Young et al. 377

(32). For the ApRES data acquired from 26 July to 4 December 378

2014, we found internal layers vertical displacements to increase 379

linearly through the ice column (Fig. S1d), indicating that the ver- 380

tical strain rate is depth-independent. We note that only internal 381

layers with a cross-correlation coherence threshold of > 0.925 be- 382

tween consecutive measurements were used to estimate the vertical 383

deformation (32). With this threshold, vertical deformation rates 384

were based on linear displacements of internal layers observed in 385

this upper 80 % of the ice column (Fig. S1c). Although we cannot 386

rule out the possibility of a different deformational regime occurring 387

within the lowermost 20 % of the ice column, we assume that the 388

strain remained depth-independent throughout the ice column while 389

noting that englacial deformation at depth will typically be either a 390

continuation of the upper (overlying) strain regime or an enhanced 391

expression thereof (32). If the latter were the case, basal melting 392

would be higher than our radar-derived estimates because the ice 393

column is observed to thicken at site S30 (Fig. S1). For the data we 394

present, a robust linear regression model (R2 > 0.9) was the best 395

fit. See Young et al. (32) for details. 396

Basal melt rates. The basal melt rate was derived from ApRES 397

data using the same approach adopted in studies of Antarctic 398

ice shelves (33, 34). By differencing the total amount of vertical 399

deformation, occurring over the ice column between consecutive 400

measurements, with the concurrent change in ice thickness, we 401

generated a four-month-long time series of daily basal melt rates 402

beneath Store Glacier (Fig. S1). We estimated the total change 403

in ice thickness at each time step by determining the coarse-range 404

offset of the bin enveloping the basal reflector through identifying 405

the amount of lag corresponding to the maximum amplitude of 406

the cross-correlation (Fig. S1e), and its respective fine-range offset 407

through the phase of the complex cross-correlation function (Fig. 408

S1f). The standard error of ice thickness measurements was derived 409

from phase variations across all chirps in each burst, as described by 410

Young et al. (32). The basal melt rate error bounds were calculated 411

as the square root of the sum of the squared errors tied to vertical 412

deformation rate and ice thickness, respectively; thereby taking 413

error propagation into account. The location of the basal reflector 414

was defined as the first range bin in which all bursts coherently 415

capture a single reflector from the dielectric contrast between ice 416

and liquid water at the bed. The shape of the basal reflector within 417

the study area is dictated by the topography of the underlying 418

bed layer, and therefore on a fast-flowing glacier, the aperture 419

footprint of the ApRES array would be incrementally offset due 420

to the down-glacier movement of the ice surface. Range change 421

was therefore conducted incrementally at a time step of 24 h to not 422

only to minimize the change in basal reflector shape but also to 423

enable tracking the basal reflection peak through range and phase. 424

As the radar system is resolution limited with a footprint of radius 425
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√
2R∆Rc, where R is the total range from source to reflector and426

∆Rc is the coarse range resolution (0.43 m), this corresponds to a427

maximum daily offset in footprint radius and area of 1.8 m (8 %) and428

167 m2 (10 %) respectively, given the observed maximum surface429

velocity of 672 m a−1 (Table S2). Because this offset is minor, we430

assume no influence on the ApRES measurements. However, we431

conservatively apply an additional 10 % of the daily measured basal432

melt rate values to their respective error bounds in a first attempt433

to account for these unknowns.434

Basal ice and borehole temperature records. At the ice-bed inter-435

face, the melting-point temperature of ice, adjusted for pressure,436

varies according to the Clausius-Clapeyron gradient, which is CT =437

7.42× 10−8 ◦C MPa−1 for pure ice and air free water (Table S1).438

With an ice density of 917 kg m−3 and a pure ice column with no439

firn present, we estimate the pressure-adjusted melting point tem-440

perature beneath a nominal 604–606 m of ice to be Tm = −0.40 ◦C.441

This melting point temperature is substantially lower than the T1442

temperature sensor record used to infer viscous heat dissipation in443

the basal drainage system. While we cannot rule out the possibility444

of error in our measurements, Doyle et al. (30) show three lines of445

evidence that show that the T1 temperature sensor was calibrated446

and operational: (i) the thermistor ice bath calibration curve for447

T1 was consistent with those of all the other thermistors; (ii) the448

temperature time series for T1 does not show the characteristic449

freezing curve observed for all the other thermistors, which suggests450

that the thermistor did not freeze in; and (iii) damage to the ther-451

mistor cable caused by deformation or basal sliding would be likely452

to stretch the cables which would increase its resistance and drive453

apparent temperature downward, not upward. The observation of454

T1 peak temperatures in unison with a spike in electrical conductiv-455

ity shortly after the late August rainfall event, which brought warm456

air and precipitation over the ice sheet, also indicate that sensor T1457

was working (30). During this event, surface ablation was measured458

at the seasonal peak rate of 56 mm d−1 (30), hence indicating that459

the coincident T1 peak was induced by viscous dissipation in an460

expanded basal drainage system carrying a large volume of surface461

meltwater. Hence, we infer the T1 record to capture water warmed462

by viscous heat dissipation in the basal drainage system. The T1463

record is in good agreement with, and also independent of, the464

radar-derived basal melt rate.465

Basal heat budget. To understand the high basal melt rates observed466

beneath Store Glacier we quantified sources and sinks of heat at467

the base of the ice sheet:468

G+ τbUb − θbKi − ṁLρi +QV HD = 0 [1]469

where G is geothermal heat flux; the second term is frictional heat470

calculated from basal shear stress τb and basal motion Ub; the471

third term is the conductive heat loss calculated from the basal472

ice temperature gradient θb and ice thermal conductivity Ki; the473

fourth term is latent heat of fusion calculated from the basal melt474

rate ṁ (negative when ice base freezes); L is the coefficient of latent475

heat of fusion, and ρi is the density of ice. Thee four terms define476

the standard basal heat budget used in most previous work (60) and477

is here used in our initial heat budget calculation. The fifth term,478

QV HD, is added in order to also include energy released due to the479

viscous resistance in the water flow beneath the ice (37). Below we480

describe how each term was quantified.481

Geothermal heat flux. In this study, we used a geothermal heat flux482

value of 60× 10−3 W m−2 based on crustal magnetic field (61)483

and thickness (35). Although modeled geothermal heat flux over484

Greenland is highly variable, ranging from 40× 10−3 W m−2 in the485

south to 140× 10−3 W m−2 in the central north where the crust486

is thinner, this variability is not important in this study as other487

basal heat sources are significantly higher.488

Frictional heat. To quantify the frictional heat, we derived estimates489

of the basal shear stress, τb, and the rate of basal motion, Ub, from490

contemporaneous observations in co-located boreholes. Because the491

glacier is underlain by unconsolidated till (31), we used the Coulomb492

plastic failure criterion to describe the till’s shear strength, i.e. τb =493

N tan (φ), where N = pi − pw is the effective pressure calculated494

as the difference between ice overburden pressure (pi = ρighi),495

where hi is the ice thickness measured by ApRES) and the basal 496

water pressure (pw, recorded by borehole pressure sensor). Due to 497

precise measurements of both hi and pw (Fig. 2), we were able to 498

quantify the effective pressure very accurately. The characteristic 499

friction constant, φ, does not vary greatly across different glacial 500

environments, and we assumed a value of 30° which is shared by 501

most normally consolidated tills (62). Following Ryser et al. (63)), 502

the rate of basal motion was derived by subtracting tilt recorded in 503

a borehole drilled to the bed from a contemporaneous GPS record 504

of surface motion at the borehole site (Fig. 2). The tilt sensors were 505

processed assuming the produced vertical gradients of horizontal 506

velocity were all in the flow direction. The resulting time series was 507

filtered with a two-pole, low-pass Butterworth filter with a 72-hour 508

cut-off period, and then binned into daily averages to match the 509

time steps of other parameters. More detailed descriptions of these 510

borehole records can be found in Doyle et al. (30). 511

Conductive heat loss. The conductive heat loss of −60 mW m−2 512

was derived from the thermal conductivity of ice (Table S1) and a 513

basal ice temperature gradient of −0.0286 ◦C m−1 established from 514

borehole temperature records shown in Fig. 2. The equilibrium 515

temperatures were −0.86 ◦C for sensor T3 (installed at 596.5 m 516

below surface), −0.76 ◦C for sensor T2 (600.5 m) and −0.64 ◦C for 517

sensor M1 (603.3 m). Sensor T1 did not freeze in. Details of these 518

records can be found in Doyle et al. (30). 519

Viscous heat dissipation. When surface meltwater is injected to the 520

bed, energy (QV HD in Equation 1, Methods) is released due to the 521

viscous resistance in the water flow. We partitioned this energy into 522

gravitational and potential energy components, using the approach 523

described by Mankoff and Tulaczyk (37). 524

Between the injection point and outflow, we assume all energy 525

is dissipated as heat within the grid cell where the energy transfer 526

occurs. Henceforth, as water flows down the hydraulic gradient, 527

we calculate the energy released as heat based on the volume of 528

water that is routed in each grid cell, including (i) the change in the 529

hydraulic potential, and (ii) the change in the pressure-dependent 530

phase transition temperature (37): 531

QV HD = V
(
∇φh − CT cp∇φhpρw

)
[2] 532

where V is volume of water; ∇φh is the hydraulic potential gradient, 533

where the subscript p denotes the pressure component; CT is the 534

Clausius-Clapeyron gradient; cp is the specific heat of water, and 535

ρw is the density of water (see Table S1 for parameter values). 536

Water routing. To quantity QV HD, the amount of energy available 537

for viscous heat dissipation at site S30, we used a hydrological model 538

in which water is routed subglacially in the catchment beneath Store 539

Glacier. Specifically, the model tracks the flux of surface meltwater 540

from source (i.e. surface runoff reaching the bed) to sink (i.e. 541

subglacial discharge into fjord), in order to estimate the energy 542

produced by pressure and elevation changes. The energy for viscous 543

heat dissipation in the basal drainage system was estimated using 544

daily values of surface runoff from the RACMO 2.0 regional climate 545

model (39) under the assumption that all surface water reaches the 546

bed and that all energy is dissipated as heat (37). To route water, 547

we used r.watershed tool in GRASS GIS as a directional routing 548

algorithm in which cells with lower hydraulic potential receive a 549

fraction of the outflow (37). The hydraulic potential was calculated 550

as (64): 551

∇φh = ∇φhz +∇φhp = ρwg∇zb + αρig (∇zs −∇zb) [3] 552

where ρw is the density of water, g is gravitational acceleration, and 553

zb is the bed elevation, prescribed from BedMachine 3.0 topographic 554

data (38); α is the flotation fraction, here set to 0.9 based on ice 555

overburden pressure from measured ice thickness and basal water 556

pressure (Fig. 2); ρi is the density of ice, and zs is the surface 557

elevation as prescribed by ArcticDEM. The resulting model output 558

was gridded at a 500 m spatial resolution. Runoff was injected at 559

the bed beneath the grid cell in which it was produced and the 560

water was assumed to be at the subglacial pressure- dependent 561

phase transition temperature, i.e. we ignore any warming at the 562

surface from radiative sources while assuming that the water cools 563

according to pressure change between the bed and the surface. The 564

energy for viscous heat dissipation in our model occurs when there 565
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is a drop in either gravitational potential energy (first term on the566

RHS in Equation 3) or pressure (second term). When water flows567

under thinning ice where the phase transition temperature increases,568

energy is used to warm the water, resulting in either less melting569

or a switch to basal freezing if the drop in gravitational potential570

energy cannot provide sufficient heat. Basal freezing may also occur571

if water flows uphill and the pressure drop cannot provide sufficient572

energy, whereas viscous heat dissipation will melt ice the fastest573

when there is a drop in gravitational potential and an increase in574

pressure.575

Enthalpy of basal ice. To supplement the thermomechanical model576

(Equation 1), we also calculated basal melting under the assumption577

that the basal ice is at the phase change temperature. In this case,578

we used a 1-dimensional representation of the jump equation for579

enthalpy to derived a basal melt rate (9):580

ṁb = τbUb +G+ qie − ρwηbγ (dpw/dt)
H −Hl (pw)

[4]581

The first and second terms on the RHS of Equation 4 are the582

frictional heat and geothermal heat flux (described above). The last583

term expresses the effect from changes in subglacial water pressure,584

pw, where γ (dpw/dt) and Hl (pw) is the enthalpy of the liquid water,585

and ηb represent the thickness of the subglacial water layer. The586

third term, qie , is the non-advective heat flux into temperate basal587

ice expressed in terms of pressure (p) and enthalpy (H):588

qie = − (k∇Tm (p) +K0∇H) [5]589

where k (H, p) = (1− ωw (H, p)) ki (H) + ωw (H, p) kw is the ther-590

mal conductivity of the temperate ice-water mixture, with ki for591

pure ice and kw for liquid water, ωw is the water fraction, and K0592

is temperate ice diffusivity. Figure 3 shows the additional energy for593

basal melting, when melt rates from Equation 4 based on parameter594

values shown in Table S1 are compared with those derived from595

Equation 1.596

Equilibrium water temperature. Energy dissipation occurs inside597

glacial conduits due to viscous resistance in the flow. As the dissi-598

pating energy warms the water (see main text), the heat loss into599

the conduit ice wall also grows, which gives an equilibrium condition600

when the two are equal. In a straight inclined conduit with stable601

water flow, the equilibrium temperature is (44):602

T∞ = Tm + g · ρw ·R · s
c

[6]603

where R is hydraulic radii; s is the hydraulic slope based which604

combines the gradients of elevation and pressure head, and c is605

an empirical constant for turbulent flow at 0 ◦C (see Table S1 for606

value). Equation 6 shows that T∞ will always be higher than Tm607

and that water temperature of 0.88 ◦C can be reached when Tm is608

−0.40 ◦C, e.g. if the gradients of elevation and pressure head are 5°609

each and R is 2 m.610

Heat transfer. We estimated the heat transfer to be 60–611

170 W m−2 ◦C−1 by assuming that the highest (lowest) observed612

basal melt rates of 57 mm d−1 (10 mm d−1) were driven by water613

temperatures measured at 0.88 ◦C (0.19 ◦C). To make a first order614

estimate of the associated water flow rate, v, we assumed a linear615

relationship with the heat transfer coefficient (44):616

v = h/c [7]617

where c is the constant for turbulent flow at 0 ◦C (Table S1). The ob-618

servationally derived heat transfer of 60–170 W m−2 ◦C−1 can there-619

fore be associated with theoretical flow velocities of 2.2–6.6 cm s−1.620

To link the heat transfer with a first order estimate of the water621

depth, D, we turned to an empirical relationship developed for heat622

transfer to a river ice cover (65):623

h = B ·
(
v0.8/D0.2

)
[8]624

where B is an empirical constant (Table S1). This equation suggests625

that the heat transfer coefficient is relatively insensitive to the water626

depth and that the main control comes from flow velocity. A heat627

transfer coefficient of 60–170 W m−2 ◦C−1 can be achieved for a628

large range of water depths between 0.01–10 m, while the water 629

velocities should be on the order of 1–10 cm s−1. 630
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